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Political Rituals 
Sense and Nonsense of a Term and its Application to Ancient Egypt 
We are certainly accustomed to using an analytical category of "political rituals", 
which are often seen as one basic class of rituals,1 even if it is admitted that they 
form "a particularly loose genre".2 If we are to appreciate this idea, we have to 
enter the thorny field of the general classification of rituals. In this, however, I see 
a systematic problem. Most classifications and typologies of rituals are based on a 
fairly loose and ad-hoc appreciation and suffer from it. The basic point is that 
categories are formed on vastly disparate criteria, and thus are far from being really 
helpful, because they operate on too many different levels.3 Consequently, hardly 
any category applied to rituals is effective in excluding any other possible category 
which could be equally applied to the very same ritual. To take but a few examples: 
a coronation could obviously be regarded as a political ritual, but at the same time, 
is it not, for the beneficiary of the ritual, a rite of passage? And is it not a status-
conferring ritual as well? And in practical relevance, is it not a celebration? In 
actual performance, it frequently entails acts which would allow classifying it as a 
ritual of purification. Some Egyptian texts even speak of mystical experiences 
during such an act;4 thus it could be considered a mystical ritual. And if we accept 
that the dramatic Ramesseum papyrus3 is about a change in rulership, we could 
even apply the category of dramatic rituals to it. 
The primary source of all these problems is obvious: most scholars tend to clas­
sify rituals according to a one­dimensional system, where any given ritual has to be 
either A, or B, or C, etc. But if A and B are not, by their very essence, terms in op­
position to each other, then a ritual can very well be A as well as B, perhaps even C 
at the same time, and our classification does not work at all. On the other hand, if 
we work with clear oppositions, there are rarely more than two options, and a 
1 E.g. Bell 1997: 128­137. 
2 Ibid.: 128. 
3 The following terms are based on papers circulating internally within the SFB 619 "ritual 
dynamics". 
4 Some sources are adduced in Quack 2002: 99­102. 
5 For the text, see most recently Quack 2006; Gestermann 2008; Schneider 2008. 
Originalveröffentlichung in: Michaels, Axel (Hrsg), Ritual Dynamics and the Science of Ritual. Volume 
III. State, Power, and Violence, Wiesbaden 2010, S. 215-230
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classification system operating with an exclusive opposit ion "either A or B " (and 
nothing else) would only work on parameters so broad that they would not be suffi­
cient to say much that is meaningful about a ritual, and the classes would be so few 
and with so many members that they could not provide many insights. 
The solution should be obvious. W e have to abandon our effor ts to classify all 
rituals by means of one single categorisation altogether. The only chance I see is to 
forgo altogether the simple and easy custom of labelling any given ritual as part of 
one single class. Instead, we would have to lay a delicate grid of many different 
categories over rituals, and each ritual would be characterised by a whole pattern of 
categorisations. Such a classification system would also allow more object ive sta­
tistical analysis about which rituals are more and which less similar to each other. 
Such a system of analysis should be our ultimate goal, and in such a system, the 
question of being "poli t ical" or not would be only one of many traits of any spe­
cific ritual. This first step will allow resizing the relevance of being "polit ical", as 
far as a ritual is concerned. Its logical implication is that many rituals could, theo­
retically, have the quality of being "political", but that this quality could be more or 
less dominant , or even rather marginal, and would only be one of many characteris­
ing traits of any ritual. 
However , two further highly important questions come up. The first point is 
what being "poli t ical" really means, and whether all rituals at all t imes can useful ly 
be submitted to a classification of "poli t ical" or "not political". Is being "poli t ical" 
a human universal, as is seemingly expressed in Aristot le ' s definit ion of man as a 
zoon politikon, "a political animal", or did it come into being only at a certain point 
of t ime and in a certain place? After all, there are serious voices speaking of the 
"discovery" of the political in Ancient Greece. 6 Then, are we jus t i f ied at all in ap­
plying the term "poli t ical" to pre­Greek or non­European cultures? We can of 
course say that there are options of defining "poli t ical" as the way decisions are 
made and the way they gain enough acceptance to actually work, but f rom the 
outset we should be clear that using the term "poli t ical" without hesitation can po­
tentially create misunderstandings, as there are political models quite far away 
f rom what we are accustomed to. Any discussion of the political element in An­
cient Egypt would have to operate within a model of "political theology", as there 
is no clearly defined secular politics.7 
According to a recent definit ion, political rituals "can be said to comprise those 
ceremonial practices that specifically construct, display, and promote the power of 
political institutions (such as king, state, the village elder) or the political interests 
6 Meier 1983; see further Raaflaub 1993; Martin 2008. 
7 Assmann 1992. 
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of distinct consti tuencies and subgroups".8 An important implication of such a de­
finition is that it is based not on an emic definition of what the aim of any given 
ritual is, but on an etic point of view which derives f rom the observer ' s analysis of 
what the real aims of the ritual are. W e could thus also come to classify as "politi­
cal" ritual events which are explicitly designed to foster good harvests, to give 
thanks for them if received, to celebrate the arrival of the annual inundation, or 
feasts determined by astronomical points (solstice, full moon, etc). 
This, of course, brings us to a fundamental question about religion and its mean­
ing. There is a long tradition, going back at least to Durkheim, of seeing religion 
primarily in its social function, indeed, even considering society to be the source 
and generator of religion as such.9 If, then, religious attitudes are, so to say, mirror 
images of what happens in society, we tend to see any religiously motivated inten­
tions in them as rather secondary and derivative, compared to their relevance for 
the society. 
All this entails a great risk of losing the religious relevance of the rituals. If we 
understand them primarily as a means of social interaction, the religious intentions 
often prominent ly invoked by the culture itself tend to appear as a smokescreen, 
where religion is jus t a powerful tool of social control. Such an approach distorts 
the intentions of the participants. A classical example of this approach is Clif ford 
Geertz with his model of a "theatre state" applied to indigenous Balinese king­
doms, where all rituals were seen as parts of social rivalry.10 In contrast, Hauser­
Schaublin could show how important it is to take the emic conceptions about the 
religious meaning seriously, and how rather better results could be obtained when 
incorporating them into the analys is . " 
Of course, we have to be fundamenta l ly aware of the fact that modern theories 
about ritual are largely based on contemporary material.12 Ancient cultures normal­
ly play a very minor role in them. If, in specific situations, some ancient material is 
incorporated into more general theory­building, like the Babylonian N e w Year 
feast, subsequent discussions by ritual theorists tend to stay f rozen, as regards the 
factual basis, at the point of what was known at that t ime, and make hardly any 
serious effort to update their information, even though much progress is continually 
8 Bell 1997: 128. 
9 Durkheim 1912. I should stress that I deliberately deviate from the frequent bad habit of cit­
ing only the English translation. Some scepticism against Durkheim in Humphrey & Laidlaw 
1994: 158f. and 178­181. 
10 Geertz 1980. 
11 Hauser­Schaublin 1997: 8­11. 
12 See e.g. Grimes 1995 (which includes mainly phenomena which might be central for shaping 
the experience of the author, but are often marginal at best for the question of rituals); Bell 
1992; Bell 1997; Humphrey & Laidlaw 1994. 
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being made in the disciplines in question.1 3 This creates a serious imbalance which 
has to be overcome. 
In Egyptology it has not been all that common to regard rituals in themselves as 
political phenomena. 1 4 In general, I would say that the state of research concerning 
political rituals is, surprising as it might seem, worse for Ancient Egypt than for 
Ancient Mesopotamia , a culture offer ing many interesting similarities.15 The reason 
might be that the study of religion as such has held considerably higher status for a 
long t ime in Egyptology than in Assyriology. For Egypt there have been quite a lot 
of studies on royal rituals, but many of them focus on the questions of religion to 
the exclusion of political meaning.1 6 Perhaps this is all the easier because there is 
so much to explore about religion, and questions like the one about the divinity of 
the Egyptian king seem never-ending.1 7 But even these discussions are normally 
more focused on other areas of religion, in trying to reconstruct mythology, or 
theological and ideological systems. The fact that most of the source material 
comes f rom ritual texts is taken less into consideration. They are used rather as a 
quarry for other questions more of interest to the researcher, but less in line with 
their primary function. 
Contrarily, royal inscriptions are also often studied only for their supposed royal 
ideology and propaganda context. This is postulated without taking their religious 
context sufficiently into consideration,1 8 which creates obvious problems. If, for 
example, a royal inscription is high up on a wall or an architrave, reading it f rom 
the ground is hardly possible. How, then, could it be a political message intended 
for the populat ion? The only possibility would be that those texts funct ioned not by 
being read, but by being in some way known and transmitted by narration, but such 
a narrative would likely be more about the primary existence of the inscription than 
about any intricacies of its content. W e have to reckon with the fact that this kind 
of communicat ion is really and primarily addressed towards the gods.1 ' ' The fact of 
the existence of such messages to the gods is in itself, of course, something which 
has potential relevance, in so far as it is known to some persons, but that is only a 
13 See e.g. Bell 1997: 17-20; at the time of her writing, works like Pongratz-Leisten 1994 
would already have been available; see now e.g. Bidmead 2002; Gane 2004. 
14 To some degree, this can be found in Roeder 1996, who has analysed ritual texts for what 
they say about the semantics of rule. Also Roeder 2008 has occasionally touched on the 
question of social relevance of ritual (although 1 do not always agree with his specific con­
clusions). 
15 For Mesopotamia, see e.g. Porter 2005. 
16 E.g. Frankfort 1948; Barta 1975. 
17 For my own position on this, see Quack (forthcoming)a. 
18 E.g. Gundlach 1998; Windus­Staginsky 2006. More specifically focused on phraseology are 
e.g. Blumenthal 1970; Grimal 1986; Schade­Busch 1992; Blobaum 2006. 
19 In this sense Baines 1996: 35 I f ; Quack 2005a: 250f. 
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secondary matter. We, as modern scholars, do not have any need to believe in the 
Egyptian gods, but we should keep in mind that the ancient Egyptians themselves 
genuinely worshipped them,2 0 and that it was this which motivated their religious 
behaviour, more than any conscious intention of social control. 
So, we have to find some common ground where we can, at the same t ime, ap­
preciate that what is taking place are rituals, and that these are religious happenings 
based on genuine conviction, as well as reckoning with their undeniable influence 
on social life. The area where this is most easily studied is that of public festivals,21 
but we cannot limit ourselves to them. The whole gamut of rituals and formal beha­
viour has to be looked at. 
Obviously, there are a number of rituals focusing on the person of the king as 
main recipient. If we understand politics to involve actions of the state, some meas­
ure of political meaning should be inherent in them, and they should thus be classi­
fied as political rituals. One point, however , is of crucial importance, namely the 
question of the audience. W e have a broad spectrum here, going f rom large public 
processions with enormous crowds to highly arcane rites where the king and a few 
ritual specialists seem to be on their own, and the question of audience has obvious 
implications for any effects of such a ritual on society. 
Still, we should not commit the error of supposing that there is a simple direct 
relation between the number of people present at a ritual and its political relevance. 
Rather, there are also cases where the politically important part is not relevant for 
being actually witnessed, but for being known to take place. A good case in point is 
the matter of certain crucial rituals during the coronation of the Japanese emperor 
which he performs in so l i tude ." While nobody is a direct witness, and there is con­
siderable doubt about what actually takes place, even this very aura of mystery 
contributes to the effect the ritual has on the general mentality (as opposed to that 
on the emperor himself , who knows what is going on; for him, things like a direct 
contact with the divine world would be important). 
For Egypt, the area where this can be most effect ively shown is in rituals for the 
protection of the king and for making his position enduring, especially during the 
20 I consciously avoid the term "believe" for labelling the attitude of the ancients, because be­
lief as such is hardly at the core of Egyptian (and many another ancient) religion. The Egyp­
tian term which came to mean "to believe" in Christian texts (NA^TB) goes back to a word 
nhti which is, on the one hand, a late development within the language, and, on the other 
hand, has a more ancient meaning "to trust" (with juridical connotations). For the Egyptians, 
what mattered was knowing and doing, not believing in the sense of accepting as true things 
which are contrary to everyday experience and at the same time not capable of positive 
proof. For similar structures in other cultures, see e.g. Scheid 2005. 
21 Roth 2006; Baines 2006. 
22 Bell 1997: 130­132. 
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night, but also more generally. The textual attestation is rather good, but when ­
ever we have clear evidence there is no indication of any participants or spectators 
beyond the king himself and a few priests. Still, we can be sure that it was general 
knowledge that the king had magical protection. The ritual formulae in themselves 
do quite a bit to spell out the posit ion and power of the king, but nobody actually 
hearing them would be seriously in need of being persuaded. Those who just knew 
the fact that there was protection for the king would not obtain information on how 
the ritual actually proclaimed the power of the king. Still, the very existence of this 
protection would have its share in forming their opinion on how to behave towards 
the king. Thus, such a protection ritual has political implications, but the way they 
are put into practice is intricate, and not inherent in the specific way of perfor­
mance of the ritual as such. 
Also, when thinking about the eff icacy of the ritual, we should not only think 
about the possible formation of loyalty among those present, but also about the 
effect on the beneficiary of the ritual himself. Knowing that he had been crowned 
or been protected in a ritually correct way would quite obviously affect the way the 
king then feels, thinks, and behaves. And in crucial situations of crisis, his know­
ledge of divine support might even give him the inner strength necessary to react 
calmly and appropriately. This is an aspect of "poli t ical" rituals which seems some­
what under­represented in most discussions. 
Another point of relevance for the question of audience is also which sort of au­
dience was of real interest to the centre of power. In modern democracies , where 
the major i ty of the total number of votes is crucial, the condit ions are quite differ­
ent f rom ancient societies (and genuinely ritual elements tend to play a far lesser 
role, at least in Europe ­ the American "civil rel igion" is quite different) . In ancient 
cultures, especially highly stratified kingdoms like Egypt, the important point was 
not really the numeric majori ty of the population whose active consent was needed, 
it was mainly the elite involved in running the country ­ but better to be backed by 
far more than 50.1 % of them. W e should keep this in mind and understand that, 
for their political relevance, large­scale feasts and processions involving all inhabi­
tants of a town were not essentially more important than closer­knit rituals involv­
ing the court and priesthood only. 
N o w we have to go into the details of what happens in everyday Egyptian cult and 
ritual and how this relates to politics and constructing the power of some players. 
One important basic fact is the way religion was organised and f inanced. Egypt is 
among those cultures where temple cults were a major public affair , i.e. the state 
actively f inanced the building of temples and supplied resources for maintaining a 
23 See e.g. Goyon 1972­1974 (I intend to provide a new edition of this text); Goyon 2006; Pries 
2009. 
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large staff of temple employees. According to papyrus Harris I, about 86,486 
people were given by king Ramses III during his reign to the temple of Amun at 
Thebes,2 4 so temples were a highly important factor in economy and society. Most 
of the temple staff worked on a rotating basis, where priests were members of one 
of the four temple phylae, and thus worked in the temple for three months of the 
25 
year. 
The official , state-directed nature of temple cult was also evident in the fact 
that, theoretically, the Pharaoh was the lord of sacrifices, and temple reliefs always 
show him officiat ing before the gods. Priests could be depicted in larger ceremo ­
nies, especially festival processions, but they would always remain in a subordinate 
role. 
In practice, of course, it would have been plainly impossible for the king to be 
personally present at every occasion, so he had to delegate his direct ritual agency 
to the local priests for most of the t ime and most of the places. Still, those officiat­
ing in the daily offer ing cult before the statue of the deity had explicitly to state, as 
part of the ritual, that it was the king who had official ly sent them in his place.26 
Another rule derives, quite logically, f rom the basic fact of organising and fi­
nancing the cult official ly and directly: the one w h o pays is the one who gets 
thanked. Thus, in logical consequence, there is practically no ritual preserved f rom 
Egyptian temple cult which does not entail the prayer for benefi ts for the king and 
the land, and, especially in the decoration of temple walls with offer ing tableaux, 
the reassurance of the deity who promises good things in return for the offer ings is 
fundamenta l . 
Let us take the daily ritual of awakening the deity in the morning, purifying and 
clothing him or her, and providing him or her with breakfast . It is one of the more 
fundamental Egyptian temple rituals, and was, at least in theory, performed every 
day,27 and it is known as well within the discipline as the "daily temple ritual". 
There also prayers for the benefi t of the Pharaoh are an integral part of it, as 
"Pharaoh has come to you, oh (deity NN). May you let him be in front of the living 
ones, may you be gracious towards him, oh deity NN! May he speak before you 
and you do for him every good thing! May you save him f rom all bad and evil 
things; they should not happen against him in eternity",2* or "Pharaoh has come to 
24 Grandet 1994. 
25 Quack 2004. 
26 Quack 2005b: 100. 
27 The study by Moret 1902 is not up to modern standards but it has not yet been superseded by 
any complete new publication; partial re­edition and study by Guglielmi & Buroh 1997; 
study of contents in Lorton 1999: 131­145. A German translation by E. Kausen can be found 
in Kaiser 1988: 391^105. A new study by Braun (forthcoming) is announced. Specifically 
for the Graeco­Roman temples, see Hussy 2007. 
28 pBerlin 3055, 15. 8­16, 1. 
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you, his lord. He speaks what you like. May you be gracious towards him in a good 
way on this day",29 or "may you ward off evil and cut off any evil pollution of 
Pharaoh, as you turn them against those who did them! May you save him from 
them! He is the one who has come close to the Abdju-fish and the cat.3" He knows 
this your good name which you made when you were alone in the abyss in that 
your name of 'creator who is not weary'",31 or "may you not hand over Pharaoh to 
that impurity which is at the beginning of this year! ... May you protect him, for 
you are the protector! May you guard him, for you are the guardian. You are the 
one who made the gods; your form is upon him with life and dominion. He shall 
not die in all eternity!"32 Almost as the last words of the ritual we have "All life, 
stability, dominion, health and happiness are with you, king of upper and lower 
Egypt Pharaoh, in front of all living ones in eternity!"33 
The examples could be amplified ad nauseam, also including liturgical hymns 
which normally have the fixed ending "may your good face be gracious towards 
king NN!" I will only provide a section of a single, somewhat more elaborate 
text: 
"May you let him endure as king of the two lands 
while your enemies are fallen to your massacre! 
May you let him rejuvenate in order to overthrow your enemy, 
kissing the ground (before him) as his chief. 
May Pharaoh be like the one who does everything which you wish as Re day 
by day. 
May he guide for me (?) the islands of the Hau-nebut 
as my offering-cattle towards your palace, 
with all things for your Ka, due to the awe of your person. 
Pharaoh, beloved of Sobek-Re, lord of Sumenu, he shall not perish in eter­
nity. 
May your beautiful face be benevolent towards Pharaoh!"35 
The logical conclusion should be clear. Egyptian temple cult, per se and from 
its most basic constituents, contains elements which are relevant for constructing 
and promoting the power of the king, and thus, by current definition, has to be con­
sidered a political ritual. However, simply classifying it thus with a major label 
29 pBerlin 3055, 17, 10­18, 1. 
30 Both animals are helpers of the sun­god. 
31 pBerlin 3055, 18 ,5 ­8 . 
32 pBerlin 3055, 19, 10­19 ,3 . 
33 pBerlin 3055, 37, 5­6. 
34 Quack 2007: 100 and 109. 
35 pStrasbourg 2, 5, 14­18. Published in a not always reliable way by Bucher 1928­1930; 
German translation in Assmann 1999: 351­361. See Quack ( fo r thcoming^ . 
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would hardly do just ice to the ritual as such, which contains many other elements 
as well. The numerous ways of dealing with the divine statues, cleaning and cloth­
ing, as well as feeding them, would be unduly diminished by such a judgement . 
According to the multi­grid analysis proposed above, we could say that being polit­
ical in some way is part of their nature, but only a part and hardly the most directly 
relevant one. 
Here, of course, the question of audience again comes into play. Performing the 
rituals directly on the cultic statue of the god was something restricted exclusively 
to a high­ranking priest, and he would work in solitude. Thus, again the specific 
performance does not have a chance to directly affect the population. If there is an 
addressee for the political parts of the message, it can, in the Egyptian intention, 
only be the gods who alone were supposed to hear it. 
From the way pharaoh is presented in rituals, let us go over to the other side of the 
"poli t ical" question. How, then, does the Pharaoh act as a political player?3 6 This 
brings us straight to the question of how actual political decis ion­making took 
place. A m o n g Egyptologists, there is the model of the so­called "k ing ' s novel" 
which has dominated since its inauguration about 50 years ago, but has by now 
come increasingly into debate.3 7 Normal ly , the texts claimed for this genre depict 
court sessions where a decision is at stake. The ordinary process is that either the 
royal view of action is adopted straight away (optionally with special adulation by 
the court), or conf i rmed against eventual doubts by courtiers; in the end it always 
turns out to be correct. In my opinion, the main problem with this group of texts is 
that it is less a real literary genre category than a depiction of cultural conventions. 
Firstly, open debate with controversial sides is not often tolerated by the harmony­
guided principles of Egyptian culture. Secondly, it is not so much simple actual 
propaganda which is at stake here, but more a fundamenta l conviction that the 
royal insight is infallible. There are even mythological texts about a process of de­
cis ion­making among gods operat ing within almost identical parameters, e.g. the 
so­called "Book of the Heavenly Cow". 3 8 In any case, official decis ion­making in 
Ancient Egypt was, by itself, if not really a ritual, at least a sort of formalised 
affair . W e might not know what went on behind the scenes, which intrigues and 
faction­building actually had influence on the king, but the final outcome had to be 
presented ceremoniously in order to be valid. Or, to say it more directly, there was 
no politics free of ritual. 
36 See e.g. Assmann 1984 (= Assmann 2003: 238­258) . 
37 Original proposal in Hermann 1938; for recent discussions see e.g. Loprieno 1996: 277­295; 
Jansen­Winkeln 1998; Beylage 2002: 553­618; Hofmann 2004. See my short remarks in 
Quack 2003: 607. 
38 Homung 1982. 
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What are the main areas of political decision-making? If we look at which deci­
sions were deemed important enough to merit monumentalisation, we might at first 
be a bit disappointed. A good text genre to examine is the royal annals, wherever 
they are preserved. We have quite a bit of them, which indicate the most important 
events in a year.39 While questions of military campaigns and victory do play a 
role, more important overall are the fashioning of statues, and the building and fur­
bishing of temples. Actually, military campaigns do not appear as a means in them­
selves, they are mainly listed because the booty collected provides the source for 
richly embellishing the temples. 
We might be slightly disappointed with this and think that we miss the more im­
portant parts of the business; but perhaps we are mistaken, and should trust a bit 
more that the people then did know what mattered. Given the social and economic 
relevance of temples in Egypt, decisions about which temple to found, and where, 
and how to furnish it, were decisions likely to have larger general relevance, com­
parable to decisions nowadays about fostering economic growth in certain areas by 
tax cuts or direct subsidies for newly established factories. 
How, then, were political events officially represented? Scholars have often 
complained that Egyptian official inscriptions tend to blend out large parts of real­
ity and focus on selected, carefully chosen, and edited parts. Of course this ham­
pers us if we try to write a history in the sense of what we would wish to know 
about Ancient Egypt. But we can understand it also as a big chance. To study what 
the Egyptians wished posterity to hear of them and the way they presented it 
should, inherently, tell us quite a bit about their culture. 
Perhaps what is most likely to be understood as reports on political events are 
official royal inscriptions. In telling us whom they fought and how the campaign 
went, we are given source material for the Haupt- und Staatsaktionen which still 
informs general histories of Ancient Egypt as written by modern scholars. But how 
are they set?40 
The place of erecting royal stelae is almost invariably a religious space, i.e. tem­
ples. Exceptions occur only in "outside regions", foreign countries or quarry areas 
which do not have any permanent Egyptian­style temple.41 Also the way they are 
integrated into overarching compositions is relevant. An Egyptian royal stela is a 
free­standing monument, even if normally set up with its back to a wall; thus it is 
rare to have stelae showing inscriptions on both sides. The upper front part, the so­
called lunette, invariably shows a ritual scene, with the king in front of a deity ­
normally the main deity of the temple in question, and sometimes accompanied by 
other deities as well. 
39 For an overview and study, see Baines 2008; Quack (forthcoming)b. 
40 See here Beylage 2002; Klug 2002. 
41 Where available, even then a temple would be used, e.g. at Beit Shean in Palestine. 
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If we come to the text of a typical royal stela itself, normally it starts with a 
royal eulogy which practically always involves the k ing ' s close contact with the di­
vine word. The decision for the actual campaign is often either said to be by com­
mand of the main deity, or we are even given a detailed description of an oracular 
setting for receiving such an aff i rmat ive answer. After the war is successful ly over, 
it is stressed that success was due to the love of the deity for the king, and in more 
detailed texts, we are given a list of the booty presented to the temple. The long 
annals­inscription of Thutmosis III., one of the most directly historically narrative 
texts we have,4 2 closes with admonit ions to the priesthood for vigilance, plus decla­
rations about how the king enlarged the supplies of offer ings. Obviously, all pres­
entations of political events are deeply steeped in religion. 
Still we have to reckon, too, with the fact that most of the royal stelae, and also 
depictions of military campaigns, were centred on the outside areas of the temple 
where access was more free than for the inner parts, and royal stelae especially 
tended to be erected in rather visible spaces near entrance areas, where those enter­
ing into the courts of the temple would be most likely to appreciate them. I would 
therefore by no means deny that they were intended to have an effect on the inner 
circle, which knew how to read hieroglyphs and had access to at least the more out­
ward parts of a temple. 
However , all this means that there was no real "secular" public space thought 
worthy of appropriating. Whatever was deemed important enough for memoris ing 
was entrusted to the temple areas, and it was the religious space where it made its 
impact on visitors and readers, in the f ramework of ritual. 
So, we can note that acts which we would consider as political are, in Ancient 
Egypt, never performed on a purely secular level, and their commemora t ion is al­
ways in connection with ritual and religion. On the other hand, the official temple 
cult was never a completely apolitical affair ; at its most basic level it contained ele­
ments of constructing and promoting royal power. This means that a term such as 
"political ri tual" becomes a bit problematic. If we have neither genuinely ritual­free 
politics, nor a polit ics­free public ritual, it becomes very fuzzy on both sides. A 
multi­grid analysis which notes the fact of being "poli t ical" in some way, but with­
out excluding all sorts of other attributes, seems better fitted for working on such 
rituals than a simple categorisation which would classify some rituals jus t as 
"poli t ical" and others as not "polit ical". 
42 See Redford 2003. 
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